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Bonn was twice an important
capital during momentous
events – of the electoral state
of Cologne and then of West
Germany from 1949 to 1990.
The city remains Germany’s
second government and diplomatic centre and has now
become multicultural.
Bonn has been largely forgotten by travellers
to Germany, perhaps because its architecture,
culture, graceful streets and parks are not well
enough appreciated. It is no longer the national
government centre and has changed somewhat
since the Cold War, becoming more multicul
tural. But it remains one of the most beautiful
cities on the Rhine, a neighbour of the great
metropolis Cologne.
Like Cologne, Bonn was founded by
Romans on the territory of the Germanic

Ubier and became the site of one of the big
gest known ancient fortresses, on the Roman
road from Cologne to Mainz. The 25ha fort
ress Castra Bonnensia, with its harbour, was
used from the 1st to 5th centuries to house full
legions, accommodating up to 10,000 troops,
and remained into medieval times as a square
on the Rhine west bank in the quarter now
known as Bonn-Castell, between Rosental
and Augustusring. A civilian settlement, Vicus
Bonnensis, was immediately to the south on
the river bank and grave fields were dotted
around both areas. Both were protected by
a marshy strip remaining from an Ice Age
arm of the Rhine. Whether the Rhine was
bridged is debated. The fortress deteriorated
after s uccessive attacks by Frankish tribes that
eventually took over the area.
Bonn’s collegiate church or Dom, fore
runner of today’s Münster and consecrated
to two legionary martyrs, began to appear in
the 11th century, during the period of the first
Bonn medieval wall, while there was still set
tlement inside what was left of the old Roman
fortification (then known as the Bonnburg) to
the north. In the 13th century a new city wall
was built over a wider area, probably using
Bonnburg stone.
In the 1580s Catholic and Protestant forces
fought after the Cologne elector-archbishop
Gebhard Truchseß von Waldburg converted to
Protestantism, declaring his subjects convert
ed. This led to the election of another arch
bishop and battles that destroyed the nearby
castle Godesburg. After a long struggle, the
Catholics won the battle and Gebhard resigned
his electoral claim. Bonn was from 1597 the
residence of Cologne elector-archbishops for
two centuries.
Bonn was besieged in the French invasion
of 1689 and in 1794 was seized and ruled by
the French for almost 20 years. With the takeo
ver, the electoral seat left Bonn. But in between
the Baroque architecture of the age, intro
duced by the Wittelsbach elector-archbishop
Clemens August, was established and remains
a feature of the city’s blend of styles. The elec
toral academy founded in 1777 was succeeded
by the city’s university, which now occupies
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Münsterplatz is the centre
of Bonn’s Altstadt.

RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information: Bonn-Information, Berliner Platz 2 (tel 0228-775000, M-F 10-18, Sa
10-16, Su 10-14)
Accommodation service: tel 0228-775000, email bonninformation@bonn.de.
Money: ReiseBank, Hauptbahnhof main hall (M-F 8-19, Sa 9-12 & 12.30-16.30);
Postbank Finanzcenter, Münsterplatz 17 (M-F 9.30-19, Sa 9.30-16); Volksbank Köln Bonn,
Gangolfstraße 7 (M-Th 8.30-18, F 8.30-16); Sparkasse KölnBonn, Friedensplatz 1 (M-F
9-18, Sa 9.30-13.30).
Lockers: Hauptbahnhof, platform 1 and subway passage (€5/4); ZOB (€4/3).
Transit information: SWB ServiceCenter, Münsterstraße 18 (M-F 6.30-19, Sa 9-14); SWB
ServiceCenter, ZOB (M-F 6.30-19, Sa 9-14).
Post: Münsterplatz 17 (M-F 9.30-19, Sa 9.30-16).
Internet: Starbucks Coffee, Münsterplatz 21 (M-F 7-21, Sa 8-21.30, Su 9-19.30).
Laundry: Eco-Express Waschsalon, Franzstraße 1 (M-Sa 6-23); SB-Waschsalons,
Kölnstraße 81 (M-Sa 6-22); Wash Queen European Bonn, Kölnstraße 197 (M-Sa 8-22);
Wasch-Salon, Konrad-Adenauer-Platz 27 (M-Sa 6-22); Wash Queen Bonn-Beuel, KonradAdenauer-Platz 21 (M-Sa 6-22); Eco-Express Waschsalon, Argelanderstraße 1 (M-Sa 6-23).
Police: tel 110; Bornheimer Straße 19 (tel 0228-154511), Cassius Bastei, Münsterstraße 18
(tel 0228-154611).
Pharmacy: Bahnhof Apotheke, Poststraße 21 (M-F 8-20, Sa 9-18); Münster-Apotheke,
Münsterplatz 22 (M-F 8.30-19.30, Sa 9-19); Kaiser-Apotheke, Kaiserplatz 4 (M-F 7.30-19,
Sa 9-16).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Universitätsklinikum Bonn, Venusberg-Campus 1 (tel 0228-28712000).
the former electoral palace, in 1818.
The period was also notable for Enlight
enment influence in Bonn and the time of the
composer Ludwig van Beethoven’s birth to a
musical family. Beethoven, a child prodigy as
a musician, a composer from his early teens
and a key innovator in the late Classical peri
od of music, departed Bonn for Vienna at age
21, but the city will never forget him. The year
2020 is his 250th birthday, prompting a yearlong festival, and the composer’s stern visage
gazes skyward from a Münsterplatz statue.
Most Germans would have been surprised
when Bonn was named West Germany’s
capital in 1949. This was only a provisional
arrangement, like the state that surrounded it,
but Bonn, for all its pleasant ambience, was
not one of the outstanding centres of German
tradition or an industrial machine.
But that was the point. The great port Ham
burg, the nearby cathedral city Cologne, the
industrial centre Munich (which was probably
too closely associated with Hitler anyway),

and the rail centres Frankfurt and Hannover
were still in ruins, bombed like many others
almost into oblivion. Frankfurt had been as
sociated with the 1848-49 attempts at liberal
reform and its location would have made it
almost ideal. But the rebuilders of Germany
turned to the less-ravaged Bonn, whose com
parative modesty meant it was for 50 years
called ‘the government village’. The longterm aim was always to re-establish Berlin as
capital.
Bonn is where German democracy was
rebuilt, far from the rubble and the frontier
that was to become known as the Iron Curtain.
Germany’s constitution, the Grundgesetz, was
established here. For practical reasons, as well
as in honour of its half-century of leadership,
it remains the second seat of the German pres
idency, the chancellor and Germany’s execu
tive council. Several government departments,
the national post office and telecommuni
cations headquarters remain with much of
Gerrmany’s public service and several United
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Nations organisations are based there.
The pace now is even slower than in the
years of power, although Bonn never lost its
grace. Extensive pedestrian zones and its leafy
parks maintain its intimacy. The only real bus
tle is around Markt and at Münsterplatz, which
still offers the informality of regular market
stalls on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Spring is
marked by cherry blossoms in the old town,
especially along Heerstraße.
In the 1920s, Bad Godesberg, to the imme
diate south of the city, became a spa resort not
able for its villas and later was the site of talks
between Hitler and the British prime minister
Neville Chamberlain during the 1938 diplo
matic crisis over Czechoslovakia. It became
a site for diplomatic missions and residences
during Bonn’s years as West German capital.
Altstadt
Münsterplatz, north of the Hauptbahnhof,
is the city centre. The Beethoven-Denkmal
stands before the old postal building, but the
historic Münster church is the chief landmark.
Martinsplatz leads south-east to Am Hof,
which runs along the north-west facade of
the former palace Kurfürstliches Schloß,
now Bonn’s university. Bischofsplatz, at the
north-east corner of the palace, leads into
Markt, where the small Baroque Rathaus
faces north-west. At the west corner of Markt,
Bonngasse leads north past the Namen-JesuKirche and Beethoven-Haus to the transport
hub Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz. To the east,
Berliner Freiheit leads to Kennedy Brücke.
without crossing the Rhine, turn south along
the Rhine bank as far as the old bastion Alter
Zoll. Konviktstraße leads south-west to the
east wing of Kurfürstliches Schloß and the
Hofgarten.
Heerstraße is also worth a stroll, especially
at the time of spring blossom, for its historic
streetscape. A copy of a small Roman monu
ment, the so-called Matronis stone, is south of
Dorotheenstraße opposite the Marien
schule.
It is a dedication to a Celtic maternal goddess
showing three female figures – a typical motif
in the Rhineland. Another copy of a Roman
stone is at the corner of Kölnstraße.
Information
Bonn-Information is near Münsterplatz at
Windeckstraße 1. Tourist information and a
booking service are available through the city’s
English website www.bonn.de/microsite/en.
The tourist hotline (tel 0228-775000, M-F 1018, Sa 10-16, Su 10-14) accepts bookings.
There, the standard city tourist map and
English guide is available at €0.50 (also
downloadable as a pdf from the English tourist
microsite through the Leaflets and flyers tab,
where the €2 standard city brochure can be
ordered online). A brochure covering sights
and museums costs €1.
The website of Tourismus & Congress
GmbH Region Bonn (www.bonn-region.de/en)
covers attractions in the wider area.
Bonn has a network of 150 public wire
less hotspots, offering up to 30 minutes’ free
connection. Central sites include the Bonn-
Information office (see above), Altes Rathaus
and the library site at Haus der Bildung, Mühl
heimer Platz 1. Select the Telekom link and
log in using an email address.

The Münster is one of Germany’s few churches
dating from the 11th century and now a Catholic
minor b asilica consecrated to St Martin, the mon
astic pioneer and bishop. However, foundation of
the earliest collegiate church on the site is attrib
uted to St Helena, mother of the Roman emperor
Constantine, with the late 3rd century martyrs
Cassius and Florentius as patrons. In the legend
of the Theban Legion, the two warriors were
beheaded for their beliefs by their Roman com
manders near the site and their sculpted heads now
lie on the east side of the church at Martinsplatz.
Excavations during restoration works have found
a late Roman burial site, while an early maternal
cult site is also demonstrated by an altar now in
the LVR LandesMuseum. Reliefs from the life
of St Martin are mounted in a wall nearby, with
fragments of architecture found during 20th century excavations. The medieval church
was rebuilt in the 13th century after a fire and today the appearance is late Romanesque.
The restored interior wall paintings come from this period and the statue of St Helena
is early 17th century, at which time the church was the cathedral of the archbishopric of
Cologne. It lacks a grand portal and west facade because another church (St Martin parish
church, whose former outline is marked on the ground) stood next to it until the early
19th century, and some later changes were reversed in post-World War II restorations. The
Prangersäule, a column where miscreants were publicly bound, stands nearby. The interior
is under a long restoration scheduled for completion in mid-2021, but the intact twin-level
cloister (M-F 10-17, Sa 10-16, Su 10.30-16) can be visited from the outer entrance.
The first-floor 12th century Romanesque Helenenkapelle is enclosed in a shopping complex and
reached by a staircase from the street colonnades at
Am Hof 36 (by tour only through arrangement at
Bonn-Information) or seen through a window from
the first level of the adjacent SinnLeffers fashion
house (M-Sa 9.30-20) at Remigiusstraße 13. Dedi
cated to St Helena, it was a tiny prayer chapel of the
Cassiusstift abbey – which was destroyed in a 1689
bombardment – and was again damaged by World War
II bombing, but the chapel was rescued for its crossvault, floor slabs and remnant 13th and 15th century frescoes, which were restored in the
1960s. Picture © Chris06 CC-SA 4.0 International
The impressive
Kurfürstliches Schloß
at Am Hof was built
in four wings by the
elector Joseph Clemens,
to a design by Enrico
Zuccalli, about 1700.
Previous castles had
occupied the site, the
latest destroyed in retak
ing the city in 1689. The French royal architect Robert de Cotte was responsible for
interior remodelling (1716–17) and in the 1750s, for the elector Clemens August, the
Bonn architect Michel Leveilly extended the building to Koblenzer Tor a ccording to
designs by François de Cuvilliés. The archangel Michael tops the gate in a gilded statue,
recalling a knightly order of St Michael that sat in that part of the palace. The broad
edifice faces the Hofgarten and the Rhine, dominated by the gold statue Regina Pacis (the
Virgin) over the main south entrance. After a fire started in the west wing in the 1770s,
flames caused an explosion, causing great loss of life. Eventual restoration sited a rebuilt
Schloßkirche in the south-east tower. The building’s use as a palace ended in 1794 with
French occupation. In 1818, under new Prussian masters, the structure was made the seat
of Rheinische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität, later Universität Bonn. R
 ebuilding,
especially of the Schloßkirche, was again needed after 1944 bombing.

Transport
For many, Bonn will be a pleasant day
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Alter Zoll, the customs area for Rhine
traffic, was a bastion of the old Rhine
fortification and marked the south-east
corner of the 16th century city. The wharf
area below was marked by a loading crane.
Several towers strengthened the riverbank
wall along today’s Brassertufer. Today
the beer garden provides a view over the
Rhine and south to the Siebengebirge.
Picture © Wolfgang Zwanzger/123RF.com

excursion from Cologne. The two cities are
linked by two U-Bahn or Stadtbahn light rail
lines (U16, continuing to Bad Godesberg, and
U18, via Brühl) and Deutsche Bahn regional
trains between the cities’ main stations take
only 25-30 minutes. Most IC Bonn-Koblenz
trains take about 40 minutes on the Rhine west
bank, running at least hourly, while regional
services on the route take just over an hour.
The cities also share one of Germany’s big
gest airports, Cologne Bonn. Bus SB60 from
the Hauptbahnhof bus station services term
inals 1 and 2.
There is also a DB station at Bonn/Bad
Godesberg and fast ICE trains on the highspeed Rhine east bank line stop at Siegburg/
Bonn station (take U66 to Siegburg/Bonn).
ICE trains 
between Col
ogne and Siegburg/
Bonn take only about 15 minutes, while the
Siegburg link to Frankfurt airport takes only
about 40 minutes and the Frankfurt city link
about an hour. ICE services stop at Cologne
Bonn airport several times daily.
The Bonn DB Reisezentrum (M-F 6-21, Sa
7-20, Su 8-20) is in the Hauptbahnhof main hall
and a DB Information counter (Sa-Th 7-19, F
7-19.30) operates nearby. The yellow lockers
in the Hauptbahnhof passage may not be acces
sible between 01.00 and 06.00. The Bad God
esberg DB Reisezentrum (M 6-17, Tu-W & F
8-18, Th 10-20, Sa 9-12 & 12.45-15.45, Su 1013 & 13.30-16.30) and Siegburg Reisezentrum
(M-F 7-19, Sa 8.30-17.45, Su 9.30-18) can also
assist with ticketing and inquiries.
Bus: At the bus station (ZOB) east of the
Hauptbahnhof main exit, limited lockers
(€4/3) are available.
FlixBus (global.flixbus.com) runs direct
services to and from Hannover (6¼-seven
hours) twice daily, Berlin (9½-12½ hours, five
times daily), Frankfurt (2¼-3¾ hours, four to
eight times daily) and Frankfurt airport (two2¾ hours, up to seven times daily), Mainz
(2¾-3¼ hours, twice a day Monday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday), Trier (2½ hours,
Monday, Tuesday, Friday, Saturday and
Sunday) and Aachen (1¾-two hours, four to
eight times daily).
Other connections, including EurolinesDeutsche Touring (www.eurolines.de) and
BlaBlaBus (www.blablacar.co.uk) services,
may be available using stops at Cologne Bonn
airport (see the Transport section of the Raven
Guides Cologne guide). The Portuguese line
Rede Expressos (www.rede-expressos.pt) runs
three Paris weekly return services using the
airport and the Czech line RegioJet (www.
regiojet.com) has daily Amsterdam direct
buses (4¾ hours), also using the airport.
Cruise ships: A mode of arrival more in
keeping with the leisurely Bonn atmosphere is
a cruise boat from Cologne or Koblenz with
KD Deutsche Rheinschiffahrt (www.k-d.com/
de). Mainz-Cologne services from late April to
early October are scenic routes offering castles
(especially between Mainz and Koblenz) and
vineyards at a photographic pace. Upstream
cruises (mid Apr-early Oct, 2¼ hours) reach
Linz. In high season only (mid Jul-mid Aug)
it is possible to reach Koblenz upstream with
an overnight link at Linz. Shrewd timetable
management allows further trips as far as
Boppard or Rüdesheim (with one to five hours
in Koblenz). Travel to or from Cologne (1¾
or three hours) is possible most of the season.
For more details of Cologne-Bonn services,
see Cruises below.

The site of Altes Rathaus has been Bonn’s
civil seat for 700 years. The present compact
Rococo town hall was designed by Michel
Leveilly and begun in 1737 for the elector
Clemens August, although it took many years
to complete due to funds shortages. The ent
rance hall sculpture of the lion killing the boar
represents right and justice. Inside are portraits
of Clemens August and the elector Max Franz.
Only the building’s walls survived a 1944 air
raid that flattened Markt but the structure was
rebuilt and restored after 1949. In that year the
new West German president Theodor Heuss
addressed the German people from the stairs.
The fountain Marktbrunnen or Marktfontaine in the centre
of Markt was built in 1777 at the order of the elector Max
Friedrich but it was financed by citizens and the dedication in
Latin and German to the elector could be ironic. The obelisk
was built of trachyte and decorated with gold festoons. It
originally carried an electoral crown, which was torn down
by French troops and never replaced. In the date, the number
1000 is shown by a variant of the Greek Phi instead of the
Roman M.
The three-aisled early Gothic basilica Remigiuskirche at
Brüdergasse 8 was built in the second half of the 13th cen
tury as St Louis, a beggars’ church for the Minorite order. A
1644 fire wrecked most early Baroque furnishings, but the
later pulpit and the Rococo baptismal font (used for Beet
hoven), a high altar, by Jeremias Geisselbrunn, and the fig
ure of Our Lady survive. The church was again wrecked in
1689 but rebuilt in the 1740s and received its present name
as a parish church in 1806. The western rose window dates
from this century. World War II bombing destroyed the
organ played by Beethoven, whose parents were married in
the church, and all but the walls and cloister and two altars
that were moved to the LVR-LandesMuseum.
Picture © Palickap/CC BY-SA 4.0
The Baroque facade, extraordinary carved modern
altar and vault and pillar paintings of the NamenJesu-Kirche (Tu-W 11.30-14.30, Th-Sa 11.30-17.30,
Su 14.30-17.30) at Bonngasse 8 are not the church’s
only remarkable features. The story behind the
church and its altar go back to the 1681 discovery of
a wood fragment with a marking similar to a Chris
togram reading ‘IHS’, representing the Greek name
of Jesus. A church for the Jesuit order was built on
the spot by the elector-archbishop Max Heinrich but
during construction was damaged by the 1689 attack
on Bonn and could not be consecrated until 1717.
Its so-called Jesuit Gothic style mixes elements and
its onion-domed towers reach 53m. The arches are
named for the Holy Family, John the Baptist and
other saints. The church reverted to French control
in the 1790s but suffered from misuse and only returned to regular devotional services a
century later under the separatist Old Catholic church, before reverting to the Catholic
church, then the state. It was restored in 2011 and again used by the Old Catholic church.
One of the popular places to visit in Bonn is the BeethovenHaus (M-Su 10-18, €10/7, families €19, audio guides free)
at Bonngasse 20, amid historical town houses. Ludwig van
Beethoven was born here in 1770. Beethoven’s grandfather
was director of music at the electoral court and his family,
also steeped in music, lived at the rear “garden wing”,
while the families of court musicians occupied the front
and neighbouring houses. The stone facade is Baroque but
the cellars were medieval. The family lived in the building
for about seven years and later in three other Bonn houses,
all since destroyed. This house, rescued from demolition
plans and restored in 1889, is next to the Beethoven-Haus
Museum, research centre and 200-seat music chamber (see
the Museums section).
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City transit: The city transit authority SWB
(www.swb-busundbahn.de), coordinating
U-Bahn, tram and bus services, has three Bonn
ServiceCenters (M-F 6.30-19, Sa 9-14), at
Münsterstraße 18, adjoining the Busbahnhof
or ZOB area east of the Hauptbahnhof main
exit to Maximilianstraße, and Bertha-vonSuttner-Platz. SWB and Verkehrsverbund
Rhein-Sieg (VRS) ticket machines are at the
ZOB. Including the two Cologne U-Bahn lines,
Bonn has six U-Bahn routes (U16, 18, 63,
and 66-68), parts of which run underground,
connected with the Hauptbahnhof by the
subway passage. There are also three tram
routes (61, 62 and 65) as well as a bus network.
U-Bahn and tram lines and buses converge
at the Hauptbahnhof and ZOB. In a reduced
night network, a dozen N-coded bus lines and
U-Bahn lines 16 (including Cologne) and 66
(including Königswinter) operate between
midnight and 5.30.
VRS fares apply to Bonn and its region.
Kurzstrecke (K) short-distance tickets (adult
€2, child 6-14 €1) cover up to four stops after
the departure point. Four-trip tickets (€8/4) in
this class are also available. The HandyTicket,
bought on smartphone using the SWB app,
attracts about 10% discount on these fares.
Download the app from Google Play or the
App Store at the bottom of the SWB App page.
Inside Bonn city and Bad Godesberg, level
1b fares apply (longer single tickets €3/1.60,
HandyTickets available). Four-trip 1b tickets
(€12/6.40) do not have a HandyTicket option.
Level 2b single tickets (€4/2) cover Bonn and
Königswinter (four trips €16/8).
Level 3 tickets (single €5.30/2.60, four
trips €21.20/10.40) cover Bonn and Brühl
and Level 4 (single €8.30/3.80, four trips
€32.80/15.20) cover Bonn and Cologne.
The LeadCityTicket covers 24 hours of
travel in the Bonn city area (zone 1b) for an
adult (€8.80) or five passsengers (€13.40).
HandyTickets in this class are at a 5% discount.
A 24-hour ticket for one person at level
2b costs €11.90, or for five people €16.90; at
level 3, €13.90 or €20.30; at level 4 €19.10 or
€27.10. All have HandyTicket options.
To take bicycles on public transport, add a
€3 bicycle ticket.
The Altstadt area bounded by the Haupt
bahnhof, Sterntor, Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz
and the Hofgarten is dominated by pedestrian
areas. Red signposts with distances clearly
mark the way to city sights and services.
Note that Maxstraße has two arms, one a
cul-de-sac.
Taxi: Taxi Bonn (tel 0228-555555) and other
taxis queue at the Hauptbahnhof main exit.
The basic fare is €2.90. Add €2.98 for the first
kilometre, then €1.78 per kilometre (€1.88 per
kilometre M-Sa 22.00-6.00 and Sunday).
Ferry: Crossings of the Rhine from Brassertufer
south of Kennedybrücke to Steinerstraße in the
suburb of Beuel on MS Rheinnixe cost €1.50
(children aged 4-9 €0.80, return €2.50/1.20,
bicycles €1.50/2.50). Operating times vary –
check rheinnixe.com/oeffnungszeiten.
Bonn Regio WelcomeCard
The benefits card for 24 hours (single €10,
family with three children up to age 17 €19)
includes bus and U-Bahn travel, entrance to
20 museums and discounts on some boat
travel. This can be extended to include
travel to Brühl, Königswinter and other
surrounding centres (€14/26) or the

The medieval Bonn is remembered through
the reconstructed stone gate Sterntor at Bot
tlerplatz. The material, including a half-tower,
came from the remains of the 13th century city
wall that stood nearby, perhaps using stone
from the earlier Roman fort Castra Bonnensis.
The first medieval wall with four towers, from
the 11th century, ran between Acherstraße
and Sternstraße and the Münster stood in the
town’s south-west. Markt lay outside until it
was enclosed by a new wall, about a metre
thick and seven metres high, in the 1240s,
bolstered in the 1600s. The remains of the
original Sterntor were dismantled about 1900.
The leafy 1.2ha cemetery Alter Friedhof (Mar-Oct
M-Su 7.30-20, Nov-Feb M-Su 8-17) on Bornheimer
Straße goes back to at least the early 18th century
and contains notable burials, including the graves
of Beethoven’s mother, the composers Robert and
Clara Schumann, the Romantic philosopher August
Wilhelm von Schlegel, and Schiller’s wife and son.
The most extraordinary item is the stone Ramers
dorfer Kapelle or Georgskapelle, a mid-13th
century Romanesque chapel of the Teutonic Order,
moved from its original site near the Siebengebirge
in the 19th century to be the cemetery chapel. Only 14m long, its ornate vaulted interior
is however precious for its interior paintings, including the coronation of Mary in heaven
and several saints. Take U66 to Stadthaus. Picture © Yulia Belousova/123RF.com
Poppelsdorfer Schloß, also known
as Clemensruhe, is an 18th century
Baroque summer palace on Meck
enheimer Allee, facing the leafy
boulevard Nußallee. It was axially
sited along Poppelsdorfer Allee
with the Kurfürstlicher Schloß and
planned and begun in 1715 under
the elector Joseph Clemens.
Balthasar Neumann, one of Ger
many’s famous Baroque archi
tects, helped complete the design
of Robert de Cotte and Guillaume
d’Hauberat for the elector Clemens August in the 1750s after a halt of several years. De
Cotte’s grand plan was not fully realised. The palace features an extraordinary circular
arcaded courtyard – quite unexpected after the palace’s quadrangular exterior. The palace
became part of the university in 1818 and today is used as a museum of geology, zoology
and biology (see Museums). Its Botanischer Gärten (see Parks & gardens) complement
this theme well. The elongated garden lake hints at the earlier moated Gothic fortifica
tion on the site, which was wrecked in 1583 and abandoned in the mid-17th century. The
palace was damaged by air attacks in World War II and rebuilt in 1959. Restoration works
mean the conventional summer garden concerts of the Klassische Philharmonie Bonn are
not held there at present. Take bus 601-3 to Beringstraße or bus 631 to Nußallee.
On the 150m high Kreuzberg, a pilgrimage site since
the 15th century, is the Baroque pilgrimage church
Kreuzbergkirche (M-Su 8-20 outside services and prayer
times) on Stationsweg. The elector Clemens August had
Balthasar Neumann r efurbish the elector Ferdinand’s 17th
century church, adding the Heilige Stiege pilgrimage
staircase (Apr-Oct M-Su 9-18, Nov-Mar 9-17), represent
ing Pontius Pilate’s praetorium and based on the notion
of the Scala Sancta in Rome. From a columned porch,
the two-storey, 28-step staircase rises under a vaulted
ceiling richly painted by J ohann Adam Schöpf and Norbert
Seifried with a Passion scene at the top. The centre section
is to be ascended by kneeling pilgrims and is opened each
Good Friday. Inside and out, instruments of crucifixion
appear as decorative motifs. On the balcony above the
porch, Christ, with Pilate and a soldier (dressed as Turks)
appear and the clock above shows the time of the crucifixion. The cross of Lorraine on the
lantern is associated with pilgrimage and self-sacrifice. Vault painting and carved pews are
features of the church interior. Take bus 602 or 603 to Melbbad and walk 300m west up
the treed avenue Kreuzbergallee. Picture © Valentyna Chukhlyebova/123RF.com
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whole VRS transport network (€24/49).
Parks & gardens
Bonn is generous with green space and the
Hofgarten is a leafy expanse right next to
the Altstadt, ideal for picnics, exercise or
play. The nearby Stadtgarten is smaller but
stretches to the Rhine bank near Alter Zoll.
The Rheinauenpark on the west bank, where
Konrad-Adenauer-Brücke crosses the Rhine,
is a vast park area with Rhine walking path,
recreational sites, rose garden, Japanese
garden, labyrinth, lake, mini-golf, barbecue
areas and cafes. There are also copies of
Roman burial monuments (see the Römische
Gräberstraße entry). Both sides of the Rhine
are leafy in most parts and walking paths line
the banks.
The Botanischer Gärten at Poppelsdorfer
Schloß (Apr-Oct Su-F 10-18, Su €3/1 entry,
Nov-Mar M-F 10-16, www.botgart.uni-bonn.
de/index.php) contains 11 greenhouses (M-F
10-12 & 14-16, Apr-Oct also Su 10-18) with
more than 10,000 worldwide plant species,
including a giant water lily and the world’s
largest flowering plant.
Markets
Fresh produce markets (M-F 8-18.30, Sa 8-16)
are held right in the Altstadt centre at Markt,
with items including baked goods, wurst,
cheese, fish, dried fruit and street foods with
a vegan option.
At Münsterplatz (W & Sa 8-14) fruit
and vegetables, bread, meat and cheese are
on offer. The small evening Bauernmarkt in
der Altstadt convenes (Th 15.30-19) in front
of the St Marien Kirche off Adolfstraße with
fresh produce and street food.
Mid-month flea markets are held at
Rheinaue on (Apr-Oct, Sa 8-16) near the
north end of Ludwig-Erhard-Allee.
Events
The Rhineland’s Karneval festivities start on
November 11, but climax on Weiberfastnacht,
the pre-Lenten Thursday before Ash Wed
nesday in February. Many businesses and
offices close for a street festivities and on
the Monday of Rosenmontag there is a street
parade. Many attractions, such as museums,
may close at the height of festivities.
The blooming of pink cherry blossoms,
especially in Breite Straße and Heerstraße, is
celebrated in the Altstadt as Kirschblütenfest,
which can happen any time from early in April
to early in May. Rhein in Flammen, on the
first Saturday in May, brings a fireworks show
and parade of ships on the Rhine.
Beethoven lovers visit Bonn during
Beethovenfest, a feast of mostly Beethoventhemed concerts usually held in September
and October. But extra 2020 events were
disrupted by the COVID-19 crisis, hopefully
to resume late in August. For Beethovenfest
details, performance dates and bookings, visit
www.beethovenfest.de/en.
Tours
A free Beethoven walk guide and map are
available from Bonn-Information. The
Beethoven walk includes 14 stops in central
Bonn covering Beethoven’s early years
and musical development, starting from the
Beethoven-Haus and including his mother’s
grave, in the same cemetery as the burials
of Robert and Clara Schumann, and his

In the Bonn-Castell precinct, bounded by Rosental, Am Wichelshof,
Augustusring and Graurheindorfer Straße, was the Roman legionary
camp Castra Bonnensia, built c40AD. The camp was surrounded by
an earth rampart and ditch, topped by a stone wall. Römerstraße and
Nordstraße trace the camp’s main thoroughfares. The 7m high
Roman crane, a 1989 replica of a polyspaston (treadwheel crane)
used by construction workers, stands at the corner of Römerstraße
and Augustusring, near a copy of the tombstone of the legionary
Publius Clodius. Another replica monument, to Pintaius, is on
Römerstraße about 25m north of Rosental. The foundations of the
Dietkirche (c600), the oldest parish church in Bonn, are in a green area between residential
blocks facing Drususstraße and Graurheindorfer Straße. Adjacent is a bronze outdoor
model of the legionary camp. Picture © Mike Peel/www.mikepeel.net CC BY-SA 4.0
The Neoclassical Villa Hammerschmidt at
Adenauerallee 135 was built in the 1860s by the
Bonn architect August Dieckhoff and enlarged
for the merchant Leopold König in the 1870s. It
was named for the industrialist Rudolf Hammer
schmidt, who occupied it early in the 20th century,
and it was later used by British occupation forces.
From 1951 to 1994 it was the official residence of
the West German president and is now the Bonn
official residence of the German president, not
generally open to the public. The affluent villa precinct was a popular social centre in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries and became the government quarter after 1949. Take
U16, 63 or 66-8 to Museum Koenig. Picture © Michael Sondermann/Bundesstadt Bonn
The Neoclassical Palais Schaumburg at Aden
auerallee 139 was rebuilt in the mid-19th cent
ury with Neorenaissance features and early in
the 20th became the residence of Viktoria, sister
of the emperor Wilhelm II and a granddaughter
of Queen Victoria, and her husband. It was con
verted after World War II and extended as the
office of the West German chancellor from 1950
to 1976, after which it housed other government
departments. The so-called Kanzlerbungalow
(tours Su 14.00, 14.30 and 15.00, register at the Haus der Geschichte information desk
from 13.30) was added in the grounds in 1963 and used by the chancellor until 1999. In
1990 Palais Schaumburg was the scene of the signing of a treaty paving the way for Ger
man reunification and became the chancellor’s Bonn residence in 2000. Take U16, 63 or
66-8 or bus 610, 611 or 630 to Heussallee/Museumsmeile. It is hoped Palais Schaumburg
will be reopened after refurbishment started in 2013 but a virtual tour is at www.hdg.de/
onlineprojekte/palais. Picture © Michael Sondermann/Bundesstadt Bonn
The curved plan of the glazed former
Bundestag plenary chamber (1992-99)
by Günter Behnisch holds more than 600
seats, with the aluminium federal eagle as
the f ocal point. It is now part of World Con
ference Center Bonn. Outside scheduled
events, Bonn-Information offers guided
tours of the plenary chamber (Sa-Su and
public holidays 14.00 and 15.00), meeting
at World Conference Center, Platz der
Vereinten Nationen 2. Tickets (€4.50/2.50)
are available at Bonn-Information or
www.bonnticket.de. Picture © Michael
Sondermann/Bundesstadt Bonn
Areas of the Roman civilian settlement Vicus Bonnensis were
excavated in 2006 along the present west Rhine bank around
Dahlmannstraße, near the present World Congress Center Bonn.
The dig uncovered building foundations and finds from the
settlement’s peak in the 2nd and 3rd centuries. Copies of grave
monuments and altars found in the area have been arranged into
the Römische Gräberstraße by the LVR LandesMuseum, lining
paths bounded by the open-air theatre, Japanese garden and lake
in Rheinauenpark. At the western end is a copy of a memorial
to the legionary Marcus Caelius, who probably fell when the
Romans were defeated in the battle of Teutoburg Forest in
9AD. Not all the explanatory plates may be legible, even to
German-speakers. Take U66 or 68 to Bonn Rheinaue and head
north-west into the park.
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Münsterplatz monument. A central ninestop Beethoven tour is mapped out at www.
bonn.de/microsite/en/highlights/beethoven/
beethoven-tour.php, but a further two sites are
in Bad Godesberg. Multilingual information
stations with chronoscopes are set up at each
stop.
The two-hour Weg der Demokratie (Path
to Democracy) walk, starting at the Haus der
Geschichte south-east of the city centre, is
traced by a pamphlet available from BonnInformation, covering 19 Bonn sites. A
90-minute, 12-stop version is also offered.
Illustrated silver information boards mark
each stop. A full online guide with more
than 60 sites in and around Bonn is available
at www.wegderdemokratie.de/en. BonnInformation can advise on scheduled tours of
sites such as the presidential residence Villa
Hammerschmidt.
For general sights, the 2½-hour Big City
Tour (adults €16, visitors 12-17 and students
€8, families €32) uses a hop on-hop off bus,
rounded off by a half-hour central city guided
walk. Tours operate mid Apr-Oct M-Sa 14.00,
Su 11.00, with extra Saturday tours May-Jun
11.00 and Jul-Oct 11.00 and 14.30. Off-season
tours are Saturday only (Jan-mid Apr and early
Nov-mid Dec 14.00). Adult cost is €11.20
only with Bonn Regio Card. A 90-minute city
walk focusing on Roman history, the electorarchbishops and Beethoven sites including the
Beethoven-Haus (late Apr-late Oct Sa 11.30,
plus Jun-late Sep 15.00, €9.50/5). Both tours
depart from Bonn-Information. Check dates
and times or book on tel 0228-775000.
From the Beethoven-Haus, 90-minute
walking tours are on offer from Bonn City
Tours (bonncitytours.de), W-Su 11.00 with
additional walks at 16.00 Saturday. Guides ask
for voluntary contributions only. The business
also books VW van tours and pub crawls.
Cruises
KD-Rheinschiffahrt (www.k-d.com/de) has a
ticket office (tel 0228-632134) at Alter Zoll
on Brassertufer, south of Kennedybrücke. In
high season, from mid-April to early October,
daily Linz cruises (2¼ hours upstream,
€19.80, return €21.80) depart Bonn at 10.30,
12.30 and 14.30, returning at 12.50 and 16.50
(additionally Su-Th 15.50 and Fr-Sa 14.50).
Allowing visits to Schloß Drachenburg,
Königswinter tours (one hour upstream, €11,
return €13) depart Bonn at 10.30, 12.30, 14.30
daily (additionally Su 11.30), returning 13.40
and 17.40 (additionally Th-Su 16.40, F-Su
15.40). Trips to Bad Godesberg (€7.60 single,
€9.60 return) take 40 minutes upstream. Similar
trips with variations operate in early April
and mid to late October. There are 20-30%
discounts with Bonn Regio WelcomeCard.
There is a Bad Godesberg ticket office at VonSandt-Ufer (tel 0221-2088318), which accepts
cash only. Return trips for one-way cruises can
be made using U-Bahn or regional trains.
Also at the Brassertufer landings is Bonner
Personen Schiffahrt/Weisse Flotte Rhein
(M-W 9-15, Th-F 9-17, Sa-Su 9-16), tel 0228636363, www.bonnschiff.de), cruising daily
(mid April-late October) between Cologne
and Linz with Bonn stops at Alter Zoll,
Bundeshaus (Stresemannufer) and Bonner
Bogen
(Hermann-Bleibtreu-Ufer),
Bad
Godesberg and Königswinter (Rheinallee near
Kellerstraße, a few minutes’ walk from the
Drachenfelsbahn cog railway). Extra journeys

The ruins of the Godesburg stand on
the basalt hill at Auf dem Godesberg
above Bad Godesberg. Archbishop
Dietrich von Hengebach started con
struction in 1210 to protect the southern
border of his territory. The castle,
repeatedly strengthened, became a
refuge of the Cologne electors in the
Middle Ages but in 1583 was attacked
by Bavarian troops, who after the
failure of cannon bombardment mined
the walls and slaughtered the Protest
ant defenders. The 32m circular keep
(Apr-Oct 10-18 daily, €1/0.50) survived
the assault and today can be climbed
by visitors. Rebuilding work in the
late 1950s built a hotel and restaurant
into the ruins. A model of the 16th
century fortifications is on the site. The
adjacent Romanesque Michaelskapelle (Apr-Oct M-Su 8-17.30, Nov-Mar M-Su 8-16) was
reconstructed and extended at the end of the 17th century with a Baroque interior featuring
stucco and a rich high altar. An earlier chapel to St Michael had been on the castle site.
The Bergfriedhof Bonn-Bad Godesberg includes Jewish graves. Take U16 or 63 to Plit
tersdorfer Strasse. Picture © Giacomo Zucca/Bundesstadt Bonn
The mid-12th century Romanesque Doppelkirche
Schwarzrheindorf (Apr-Oct Tu-Sa 9-18.30, Su 12.1518.30, Nov-Mar Tu-Sa 9-17, Su 12.15-17, upper church
Sa only) at Dixstraße 41, north of Beuel on the east bank
of the Rhine, is an example of a “double” church designed
for noble worship on the upper level (dedicated to the
Virgin) and the community worship below (dedicated
to the pope St Clemens). The archbishop Arnold II von
Wied had the cruciform church built with a connecting
octagonal opening, following the pattern of Charle
magne’s Palatine Chapel. After Arnold’s death and burial
below the church, his sister Hadwig founded a convent of
Benedictine nuns, which lasted to 1806, there and became
abbess. It is now a parish church. The extraordinary
interior frescoes show stories of the prophecies of Ezekiel
related to Christ. On the upper level, Arnold and Hadwig
are depicted below the enthroned Christ with Cologne
saints. An external feature is the surrounding upper dwarf
gallery, reached from outer stairs. Take bus 540 or 640 to
Schwarzrheindorf Kirche and walk 100m west on Stifts
straße. Picture © Boris Breytman/123RF.com
The 320m summit of Drachenfels in
the Siebengebirge nature park on the
Rhine east bank commands a view of
the valley, criss-crossed by pathways.
The name came from an association
with Siegfried’s slaying of the dragon
Fafnir. The mid-12th century castle
ruin Burg Drachenfels was built by
archbishop Arnold I above an old
quarry site for volcanic rock used
until the 19th century. In 1634
Swedish forces damaged the forti
fications to render them unusable.
The 1880s Neogothic pastiche castle
Schloß Drachenburg (Jan-Feb
M-Su 12-17, Mar-Jun & Sep-mid Nov M-Su 11-18, Jul-Aug M-Su 11-19, €7/5, families
€17, free smartphone audioguide at www.schloss-drachenburg.de) stands below the peak,
still with a commanding Rhine view and nature preservation museum. Restoration has
highlighted the Wilhelmine-style interiors and surrounding park with rhododendrons. The
Nibelungenhalle (nibelungenhalle.de, mid Mar-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-mid Mar Sa-Su
11-16, €6/4) is below this, housing paintings by Hermann Hendrich based on Wagner’s
Ring operas, a dragon ‘cave’ and reptile zoo. Take U66 to Königswinter Fähre and walk
400m north-east on Drachenfelsstraße to the foot of the Drachenfelsbahn cog railway,
which covers the full climb to the ruin (Bergstation), or a regional train to Königswinter
and walk 500m south-east along Wilhelmstraße to Drachenfelsstraße and turn left. The
Drachenfelsbahn Mittelstation gives ready access to Schloß Drachenburg and the Nibelun
genhalle. K3 combination cards (€17/10) cover the cog railway and Schloß Drachenburg
entrance. Picture © Michael Sondermann/Bundesstadt Bonn
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operate May-September and weekends in July
and August. Bonn-Cologne single/return fares
are €16/18, Bonn-Bad Godesberg €6.50/8.50,
Bonn-Königswinter €9.50/12, Bonn-Linz
€15.50/18.50. Children under 4 travel free,
children 4-13 at a €6 discount. Bicycles cost
€2.50 per stage. Periodic longer cruises in high
season reach as far as Koblenz and Boppard.
Bonntourist Personenschiffahrt Schmitz
GmbH (www.bonner-schifffahrt.de, tel 01635111800) at Rheinaustraße 241 operates
Monday return Bonn-Koblenz cruises (late
Aug-Sep, departing 10.10, returning 20.10,
allowing a Koblenz and Ehrenbreitstein fort
ress visit) and Bonn-Boppard (Jun-Aug,
departing 8.30, returning 21.00, allowing a
Marksburg or Andernach visit) in a cruise
ship equipped with a restaurant. Ships depart
from Moses-Hess-Ufer on the north side of
Kennedybrücke.
Food
The Vapiano (Su-Th 11-23, F-Sa 11-24)
chain restaurant at the corner of In der Sürst
and Gangolfstraße near Münsterplatz offers
a good range of pizza, pasta, salad and other
vegetarian courses for less than €15, although
the cafeteria token system is a little unusual.
Also with long hours of service, note the small
restaurant DelikArt (Tu-Sa 11-23, Su 11-22)
not far from the Hauptbahnhof south-east exit
at the glazed front of the LVR-LandesMuseum
in Colmantstraße. The course range is wide
but most are under €24. For vegetarian and
vegan fare, Dean & David (M-Sa 11-20.30)
is at Markt 3. For inexpensive fish dishes,
Nordsee (M-Sa 10-20) is at Poststraße 28.
For breakfast or baked goods almost any
time, Voigt (M-F 6-19, Sa 7-17, Su 8-17)
is at Colmantstraße 2 at the Hauptbahnhof
south-east exit, Clemens-August-Straße 48,
Bahnhofstraße 22, Friedensplatz 1 and mult
iple other locations in and around Bonn.
Yoghurts, juices and large mugs of coffee are
features. Closing times vary by location.
The ZOB is surrounded by small eateries
and snack bars, a few offering vegetarian fare,
and street foods are available at city markets
(see above) for those on the move.
Meet & drink
The informal and open-air Biergarten am
Alten Zoll (M-Su 11-24) at Brassertufer offers
a view of the Rhine and to the hills of the
Siebengebirge to the south, with light repasts
for drinkers including wurst and pizza and
summer events.
Accommodation
In Bonn, a 5% accommodation tax per night
applies to tourism guests and will not be
included in prices quoted below.
Small but central is Hotel Kurfürstenhof
(tel 0228-985050, www.kurfuerstenhof-bonn.
de/en) at Baumschulallee 20, about 300m
south of the Hauptbahnhof. Singles/doubles
start at €65/75, although rates may vary by day
of the week. Breakfast is €7.50 extra, WLAN
free. Additional beds cost €15.
IntercityHotel Bonn (tel 0228-9261810,
www.intercityhotel.com/en) is on the south
side of the Hauptbahnhof at Quantiusstraße
22. Standard singles start at €61, twins or
doubles at €72. Prices rise at times of high
demand. The highly rated breakfast costs €13
per person and WLAN is free. Some rate offers
will include local transport tickets.

PERFORMANCE
To book for a range of concerts and dance performances, the main Theater und
Konzertkasse (M-F 10-18, Sa 10-16) is in the Bonn-Information office building
at Windeckstraße 1. There is also a ticket hotline (tel 0228-778008, M-Sa 1015). Another ticket office (M-Sa 9.30-20) is in the Galeria Kaufhof complex at
Remigiusstraße 20. Bonnticket (www.bonnticket.de, tel 0228-502010, M-F 8-20,
Sa 9-18, Su 10-16) offers tickets for most regional events (including Cologne)
online or through the hotline.
Theater Bonn and Oper Bonn (www.theater-bonn.de/en, tel 0228-773668) have
an evening box office at the Opernhaus near the Rhine at Am Boeselagerhof 1,
opening one hour before performances. Tickets range from €11 to €114, although
surtitles can be hard to see in less expensive seats.
Beethoven Orchester Bonn (www.beethoven-orchester.de) performs at the
Opernhaus when in Bonn, apart from special concerts at other venues or on tour.
Klassische Philharmonie Bonn (www.klassische-philharmonie-bonn.de)
performs in the city or Bad Godesberg a few times a month as well as its touring
performances. Matinee concerts are held at Kleine Beethovenhalle at Muffendorfer
Hauptstraße 22 in Muffendorf, part of Bad Godesberg. Summer concerts take
place in the Arkadenhof of the Kurfürstlisches Schloß due to the restoration of
Poppelsdorfer Schloß.
Chur Cölnischer Chor (www.cccbonn.de) sings at a range of Bonn venues,
including the Lutherkirche, Reuterstraße 11, and with Klassische Philharmonie
Bonn.
At the intimate 200-seat Kammermusiksaal im Beethoven-Haus, at Bonngasse
22 next to the museum, performances (from €11/5.50 up to €37.40/18.70) include
family concerts and guest artists. Tickets are available at the museum shop (M-F),
Beethoven-Haus website or Bonnticket.
The Beethovenhalle is closed for a refurbishment scheduled for completion in
2024. The Maritim Saal of the Maritim-Hotel at Kurt-Georg-Kiesinger-Allee 1
is used as a temporary venue for the Bonn performances in the Wiener Klassik
series.
The Ibis budget formula is available at Ibis
Bonn (tel 0228-72660), at Vorgebirgsstrasse
33 immediately north-west of the Altstadt.
Singles, doubles and twins start at €59 and
breakfast costs €12 per person. WLAN is
free. Take bus 550, 604 or 605 to Frankenbad/
Kunstverein or tram 61 to Chlodwigplatz and
walk 400m south.
Budget basics also apply at B&B Hotel
Bonn (tel 0228-629970), Heinrich-Böll-Ring
7, 1.5km from the Hauptbahnhof. Singles/
doubles/triples start at €60/70/80 (family
rooms also €80), but with restricted earlybird rates there are 10% discounts. Bookings
during trade fairs may attract a €10 surcharge.
The adult/child breakfast charge is €8/3.50.
WLAN and parking are free. Take U16, 18, 63
or 66-8 to Bonn West and walk 250m northwest on Heinrich-Böll-Ring.
The small Hotel Garni Kluth Bonn
(tel 0228-621531, www.hotel-kluth.de), at
Rochusstraße 221 in the quiet suburb of
Duisdorf south-west of the city centre, offers
economy singles from €43, small standard
singles from €55, economy doubles from
€54, standard doubles from €69 and superior
doubles from €99. Reception is open M-W
until 20.00, Th-Su until 18.00. Breakfast is
€6.50 per person and WLAN free. Take bus
605-7 or 680 to Am Schickshof, walk 150m
south-east on Bahnhofstraße and through the
short pedestrian zone to the hotel, which is on
the southern, shorter arm of Rochusstraße.
Two small private hostels are in the
Altstadt. Max Hostel (tel 0228-82345780,
max-hostel.de) at Maxstraße 7 offers about
50 beds in all and singles/doubles/twins with
shared facilities cost €39/49/54. Bunk rates
per bed in four/five/six/eight-bed rooms
are €26/24/24/22. A female-only room is

available. Towels are €1.50 extra and the
breakfast buffet costs €6.80 per person.
WLAN is free. Arrivals after 20.00 attract a €5
surcharge. Take bus 604 or 605 to Maxstraße,
but note the street has two arms (the hostel is
in the southern cul-de-sac).
Hostel 45 (tel (0228-84251116, engl.
hostel45.de) is on the north margin of the
Altstadt at Kölnstraße 45. Singles/doubles
with shared facilities €48/55 and beds in four
or eight-bed dorms cost €27 or €24. Breakfast
is €6.90 and towel hire €1.50. Take tram 61 or
65 or bus 550 to Wilhelmsplatz.
Basecamp Bonn Young Hostel (tel 022893494955, www.basecamp-bonn.de/en) at In
der Raste 1 south-east of the city centre, is
hostel accommodation with a difference and
includes themed caravans, old rail sleeper
carriages, camper vans and a dorm set up in
an old tour bus, all inside a former warehouse.
Rates with breakfast for dorm bunks range
from €25, double caravans from €55, cabin
beds from €40 and a “tiny” house for three or
four from €85. A lunch bar and beer garden are
on site. Take U16, 63 or 66 to Ollenhauerstraße
and walk 300m south-west on Ollenhauerstraße
or take bus 630 to In der Raste.
The large DJH hostel is Jugendherberge
Bonn (tel 0228-289970, email bonn@
jugendherberge.de) at Haager Weg 42 in
Venusberg south of the city centre. There are
several single rooms (€54.40 with breakfast),
more than 30 double rooms (€80.80), fourbed rooms (€32.90 per person) and family
rooms (€31.40 for guests 13 and over,
children four and over €15.70). Free WLAN
is available in common areas and bicycle
hire is available. Take bus 600, 602 or 630 to
Jugendherberge and walk 100m north-west on
Nachtigallenweg.
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MUSEUMS & GALLERIES

Bonn’s legacy as a former capital is still seen in the variety and
quality of its museums. Free entry with Bonn Regio WelcomeCard
is available at Beethoven-Haus, Deutsches Museum Bonn, LVRLandesMuseum, StadtMuseum Bonn and Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Haus,
Zoologisches Forschungsmuseum Alexander Koenig, Akademisches
Kunstmuseum, Frauen Museum and several minor museums and
one exhibition at Bundeskunsthalle. A 50% entry discount is available
at Kunstmuseum Bonn.
The Bonn University museums, including Akademisches
Kunstmuseum, Ägyptisches Museum, Mineralogisches Museum and
Goldfuß-Museum, have a combined ticket (€6/5) available for one
visit to each. Most of these are open limited hours weekdays and
closed Saturdays, but open long hours Sundays.
The excellent Haus der Geschichte (Tu-F 9-19, Sa-Su 10-18, entry
free) at Willy-Brandt-Allee 14, heavy on media images, spans and
contextualises the German people’s post-World War II transition to
democracy. The themes include propaganda and the fall of Nazism,
the destruction and division of Germany, displaced persons, the black
market and currency reform. But there are plenty of contemporary
objects to flavour the period. The note that brought down the Berlin
Wall is on display and there are many political cartoons. A Roman
cellar and other archaeology is displayed downstairs. English
explanations and a free audioguide are available (smartphone
download at www.hdg.de/en/history-online/audioguides). Take
U16, 63 or 66 or bus 610 or 611 to Heussallee/Museumsmeile. The
museum is also part of the Weg der Demokratie route (see Tours
above). The two parliamentary chambers are open regularly and
the chancellor’s bungalow and historical chancellery (for details see
www.hdg.de/en/haus-der-geschichte/historical-sites) can be visited,
but the chancellor’s Bonn residence Palais Schaumburg was in 2020
closed for restoration.
The collection of the LVR-LandesMuseum (Tu-F & Su 11-18, Sa
13-18, €8, visitors under 18 free, landesmuseum-bonn.lvr.de/en)
at Colmantstraße 14 concentrates on the prehistory of the region,
significant for the early Celtic and Roman presence as well as the
discovery of Neanderthal humans nearby, represented as skeletons.
The monuments of the centurion Marcus Caelius and the 1st century
legionary Publius Clodius are among the Roman exhibits. Using
the museum audio guides, available in English from €1, is advised
depending on the exhibits and special exhibitions covered. Romantic
paintings of the middle Rhine region are the other main category,
although there is also a coin cabinet, photography and prints and
drawings.
StadtMuseum Bonn (W 9.30-14, Th-Sa 13-18, Su 11.30-17,
€2.50, visitors under 18 free) at Franziskanerstraße 9 in the
university precinct arranges the city’s history by period, starting
with Rome. Bonn’s period as electoral seat is covered and there
are room interiors and art and a small music room. The museum
includes Ernst-Moritz-Arndt-Haus (W-Sa 13-17, Su 11.30-17) at
Adenauerallee 79, early 19th century home of a professor, which
shows special art exhibitions.
Beethoven’s childhood house is integrated with the Beethoven-Haus
Museum (www.beethoven.de/en/museum, Apr-Oct M-Su 10-18,
Nov-Mar M-Sa 10-17, Su 11-17, €10/7, families €19) at Bonngasse
18. The museum contains the world’s largest Beethoven collection,
a multimedia area, a research centre with a library of thousands
of volumes and a 200-seat music chamber for regular concerts
(see the Performance section). Timed tickets are available at the
museum shop, Bonngasse 21, or through the website and an English
audioguide is free. Tickets for a 40-minute concert (several monthly,
F & Sa 17.00, Su 11.00, €5 plus museum admission) featuring
keyboard instruments of Beethoven’s period are available at the shop
(M-Su 10-18.30). Take tram 62 or 65-7 or bus 529, 537 or 540 to
Bertha-von-Suttner-Platz.
The Schumannhaus Bonn (Tu-F 11-13.30 & 15-18, entry free), at
Sebastianstraße 182 in Endenich, has memorial rooms and a music
library at the house where Robert Schumann lived his final years and
died. Take bus 604-7 to Alfred-Bucher-Straße.
The Bundeskunsthalle, full name Kunst- und Ausstellungshalle
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland (Tu-W 10-21, Th-Su 10-19,
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€17/11.50, visitors 18 and under free, tickets for last two hours €7)
is a modern institution takes a global view of art of all periods and
houses events devoted to cultural history, archaeology and science
and a performing arts calendar. The emphasis is on regular special
exhibitions. At Helmut-Kohl-Allee 4, it is part of the Museumsmeile
and joint tickets with the Beethoven-Haus (€20/13) or Kunstmuseum
Bonn (€18.70/11.50) are available. Online purchases
(www.bundeskunsthalle.de) include public transport tickets. Take
U16, 63 or 66 to Heussallee/Museumsmeile.
Kunstmuseum Bonn (Tu & Th-Su 11-18, W 11-21, €7/3.50, visitors
18 and under free, www.kunstmuseum-bonn.de) concentrates on
German art, especially so-called Rhenish Expressionism and art
since 1945. Paintings, drawings, prints, sculpture, photography,
video art and installations include collections of the works of Gerhard
Richter, August Macke, Joseph Beuys and Max Ernst. Take U16, 63,
66 or 68 or bus 610, 611 or 630 to Heussallee/Museumsmeile.

The university museum Akademisches Kunstmuseum (Tu-F 15-17,
Su 11-18, €3, students and children or Bonn Regio WelcomeCard
holders free) at Hofgarten 21 collects objects of Mediterranean
antiquity including marble, cast bronze and clay. Take U16, 63 or 66
to Universität/Markt or Juridicum.
Zoologisches Forschungsmuseum Alexander Koenig (Tu-Su 1018, €5/2.50, www.zfmk.de/en) at Adenauerallee 160 is a prestigious
museum of zoological and natural history evolution research showing
periodic special exhibitions and including park areas with animal
enclosures and bird collections. Based on the original collections of
the founder, it is part of the biodiversity research network LeibnizInstitut für Biodiversität der Tiere. Take U16, 63 or 66-8 to Museum
Koenig.
Thousands of years on the Nile are the theme of Ägyptisches
Museum (Tu-F 13-17, Sa-Su 13-18, €2.50/2, families €7) in the
university-palace complex next to the Koblenzer Tor at Regina-PacisWeg 7. Themes of the exhibits, which include archaeological finds,
include pharaonic culture, writing systems, daily life and death. Take
U16, 63 or 66 to Universität/Markt or Juridicum.
About 100 science and technology exhibits are at Deutsches
Museum Bonn (Tu-F & Su 10-17, Sa 12-17, €9/5, families €20,
www.deutsches-museum.de/en/bonn/information) in the science
precinct at Ahrstraße 45. This is a smaller site than its Munich
parent and focuses on developments after 1945. Take U16 or 63
to Hochkreuz/Deutsches Museum, bus 610 to Danziger Straße/
Deutsches Museum or bus 631 to Ahrstraße/Deutsches Museum.
The political and social situation facing women is the theme
of Frauen Museum (Tu-Sa 14-18, Su 11-18, €6/4.50,
www.frauenmuseum.de) at Im Krausfeld 10. The subject is tackled
mainly through art, but historical exhibitions (in German) take place.
There is a small chapel to the Frankish abbess St Gertrudis and a
children’s studio. Take bus 604 or 605 to Dorotheenstraße.
Mineralogisches Museum der Universität Bonn (W & F 15-18, Su
10-17, €2.50/1.50), in the Poppelsdorfer Schloß at Meckenheimer
Allee 169, is part of the Steinmann-Institut and shows about 6000
minerals and gems from all over the world, both precious and
common, only about a tenth of its full collection. Fossils are the
subject of the Goldfuß-Museum für Paläontologie (M-F 9-16, Su
13-17, entry free) at Nußallee 8, a short walk from the palace.

